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ROME: Novak Djokovic’s love affair with Rome
continued as the five-time champion picked up his
60th victory at the Italian Open with a 6-3, 6-2
success over Aslan Karatsev on Tuesday. Ons
Jabeur eased into the second round with a straight
sets win over Sorana Cirstea but US Open champi-
on Emma Raducanu was forced to retire from her
first round against Bianca Andreescu, still strug-
gling with a back injury she picked up in Madrid
last week.

World number one Djokovic has never lost
before the quarter-finals at the tournament and is
now just three victories shy of joining the 1,000
match-wins club. “He probably has the biggest calf
we have in tennis. Very strong guy, just solid from
the baseline,” Djokovic said of the 35th-ranked
Karatsev. “You never know with him. If he’s feeling
the ball, he can be very dangerous because he
stays so close to the line, puts pressure on his
opponents.”

Karatsev committed 36 unforced errors during
the match and Djokovic capitalized. “I’ll take this
win for sure. It’s a straight-sets win against a qual-
ity opponent,” continued the Serb. Djokovic, who
is in his record-extending 369th week at the top of
the rankings, must reach at least the semi-finals in
Rome to hold onto the number one spot, and avoid
being overtaken by Daniil Medvedev. In the last 16,
Djokovic will face compatriot Laslo Djere or
three-time major champion Stan Wawrinka.

Grigor Dimitrov and Stefanos Tsitsipas will
square off for the second time in seven days after
the Bulgarian moved past American qualifier
Brandon Nakashima 6-3, 6-4 in first round action
on Tuesday. Argentina’s Diego Schwartzman saved
two match points before seeing off Miomir

Kecmanovic 6-2, 3-6, 7-6 (7/3) result while British
ninth seed Cameron Norrie saved 4 break points in
his 6-4, 6-4 success over local wildcard Luca
Nardi. He will play former US Open champion
Marin Cilic next.

Raducanu retires 
Raducanu’s retirement marked a disappointing

end to a highly-anticipated clash with Andreescu,
another US Open champion. Andreescu was up a
set and a break, 6-2, 2-1, on Raducanu before the
British 10th seed made the call to end the match.
After dropping serve twice in the opening set to
trail Andreescu 2-5, Raducanu took an off-court
medical timeout. It was not enough, though, and
she had to pull out of the contest four games later.

“I’m definitely disappointed with how today
went. But I guess I wanted to give it a try,” said the
19-year-old Raducanu. “I never really knew how
bad it was until I kind of went out there. For me,
I’m still learning when it’s right to push my body
and push through it, and when it’s not.” A back
injury also accounted for Spaniard Sara Sorribes
Tormo who was leading Nuria Parrizas Diaz 6-1, 4-
3 when she had to retire. Parrizas Diaz and
Andreescu will now meet in the second round.

Ninth seed Jabeur claimed her first victory in
three meetings with Romanian Sorana Cirstea 6-0,
7-6 (7/1), just three days after she lifted the
biggest trophy of her career in Madrid. On
Saturday the Tunisian made history when she
became the first Arab or African woman to win a
WTA 1000 title, Jabeur won the first eight games
of the match and looked on her way to a routine
victory when she was serving for a place in the
second round at 6-0, 5-2. But Cirstea had other

ideas and clawed her way back to level the set at
5-5 and force a tiebreak.

Jabeur steadied the ship in the breaker and
booked a second-round date with Ajla
Tomljanovic. Runner-up to Jabeur in Madrid, 13th
seed Jessica Pegula squeezed past world number

25 Liudmila Samsonova 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 to set up a
last-32 showdown with in-form Ukrainian Anhelina
Kalinina. Former French Open champion and num-
ber 11 seed Jelena Ostapenko was sent packing by
American qualifier Lauren Davis 6-2, 6-3 in just
one hour and 10 minutes. —AFP

Jabeur cruises into the second round

Djokovic, Jabeur progress as
back injury stops Raducanu

ROME: Serbia’s Novak Djokovic returns to Russia’s Aslan Karatsev during their first round match at the ATP
Rome Open tennis tournament on May 10, 2022. —AFP

Thailand’s women 
cricketers look past 
WCup heartache
BANGKOK: In a country where a Muay Thai
right hook is more familiar than a batter’s hook
shot, Thailand’s pioneering women cricketers are
winning hearts with smiles, dance moves-and
skill. In contrast to Asian powerhouses India,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, where the game has deep
historical roots going back to British imperial
rule, cricket remains in its infancy in Thailand and
is still virtually unknown.

Thailand qualified for the 2020 Women’s T20
World Cup in Australia, where the hosts beat India
in the final, but further progress is being hampered
by minimal exposure on TV and lack of access to
equipment. They have suffered heartbreak too.
Thailand were on course to reach the 50-over
World Cup in New Zealand in March-April, but saw
their dream shattered when the qualifying tourna-
ment was abandoned because of the pandemic.

None of it helps when trying to raise aware-
ness of cricket in Thailand. All-rounder Chanida
Sutthiruang played in the T20 World Cup, where
Thailand failed to win in four games and bowed
out in the group stage, and says that even her
own family struggle to grasp the sport. “Most
people in Thailand associate cricket with hockey.
My parents don’t understand what cricket is,” the
28-year-old farmer’s daughter told AFP.

Making their mark 
At early morning training on the outskirts of

Bangkok, Natthakan Chantam is all smiles as a
bowling machine spits 100kph (60mph) deliveries
at her. “I love the celebrations when you score a
run or get someone out... there are celebrations in

every moment of the game,” the 26-year-old
opener, Thailand’s top run-scorer at the T20
World Cup, told AFP.

“I think that’s the charm of cricket.” Thailand
made their international debut in 2007 but have
drastically improved in the past three years, said
their Indian head coach Harshal Pathak. “We like
to play cricket with an aggressive brand... there’s
an intent in everything-the way we bat, the way
we field, the way we bowl. There’s a businesslike
attitude,” he told AFP.

“The girls want to make a mark for them-
selves.” He praised the team’s spin attack and said
fielding was another strength, with batting slowly
developing. “We’re at a stage where we are mas-
tering how to complete games and how to build
innings,” he said. The country’s cricket associa-
tion started offering full- and part-time contracts
about 10 years ago, which stopped a talent drain
caused by women from poorer rural backgrounds
being unable to afford to play.

‘We felt empty’ 
But their biggest recent setback was the failure

to reach the 50-over Women’s Cricket World Cup
in New Zealand, the jewel in the sport’s interna-
tional calendar. Thailand won three out of four
matches but the November-December qualifying
series in Zimbabwe was abandoned because of
the Omicron variant emerging in southern Africa.
The three remaining World Cup places were
handed out based on one-day international rank-
ings, meaning Bangladesh, Pakistan and the West
Indies qualified instead.

“We felt so empty,” Sutthiruang said. “One
minute we were celebrating a win and then a
minute later we were told we were disqualified and
we had to rush to the airport to get back to
Thailand because of Omicron.” The team also
missed out on a place in the latest ICC Women’s
Championship, denying them a chance to test
themselves regularly against top sides. “It sets them

back by three years,” women’s cricket historian Raf
Nicholson, from Bournemouth University in
England, told AFP. She said the Thai team needed
to play against top-10 nations to take their game to
the next level, rather than beating lower-tier teams.
The team could become a model for other nations
which have little cricketing history but are keen to
develop the game, she said. “Thailand is an example
to any country without a long history of cricket
that if you invest enough and are committed
enough, good things will happen,” she said.

‘How cool is this?’ 
The team now have their sights set on qualify-

ing for the next T20 World Cup in South Africa in
February next year. Whatever happens, former
Australian captain turned commentator Lisa
Sthalekar said they will continue to win hearts
with their captivating smiles, on-field dancing and
traditional bowing. “They played in a spirit...
reminded you of when you first started playing
the game,” Sthalekar said. “It wasn’t: ‘I’m in a T20
World Cup, it’s do or die, we have to win.’ “It’s
like: ‘How cool is this?’” —AFP

Kamna wins on Mt 
Etna as Lopez takes 
Giro d’Italia lead
MT ETNA: Spaniard Juan Pedro Lopez took the
overall lead of the Giro d’Italia on Tuesday as
Lennard Kamna won stage 4 after they nursed a
large lead up a 23km climb to a summit finish on
Mt Etna in Sicily. The two stars of the day had
been part of a long-range breakaway that start-
ed the climb six minutes ahead of the chasers.

The overall favorites Richard Carapaz and
Simon Yates whittled that lead down to just
2min 37sec as part of a group of the big guns
including Romain Bardet and Mikel Landa.
Lopez of Trek-Segafredo now leads Bora’s
Kamna by 39sec in the overall, with Yates fourth
at 1min 42sec and Carapaz of Ineos 11th at 2min
06sec. “I don’t care how much my lead is, I just
want to savour the moment,” Lopez said. “I
don’t know how long I can keep it (the leader’s

pink jersey),” he added.
This was the seventh time the Giro has climbed

Etna and the 25-year-old Kamna can add this
famous victory to his mountain stage win on the
Tour de France in 2020. “Lopez had some kind of
problem on the last corner and I just about got it.
Now I can continue this Giro with confidence,”
Kamna said. After a three-day stay in Hungary,
the Giro peloton had a rude awakening on its
arrival in Italy as a 14-rider escape group tore
away early on the 170km ride from Avola to Etna.

Among the potential contenders for the over-
all title, the 2017 Giro winner Tom Dumoulin
dropped time on the final climb as British outfit
Ineos set a blistering pace up the 1,892m sum-
mit. “I can’t explain it, but it was unpleasant to
be alone on the climb,” said Dumoulin of Jumbo.
Another rider who failed to produce was Italian
veteran double Giro winner Vincenzo Nibali,
who was dropped in the final kilometers.

Overnight leader Mathieu van der Poel made
no effort to defend his lead on the climb, but
had earlier attempted a long range solo escape.
Astana’s Colombian cl imber Miguel Angel
Lopez withdrew early in the stage on a day

marked by a motorbike crash that brought a
clutch of  r iders tumbling to the tarmac.
Wednesday’s stage 5 is also in Sicily, running
from Catania to Messina with a mountain to
climb early on, making another escape a strong
possibility. —AFP

NICOLOSI: Team Bora’s German rider Lennard Kamna
celebrates as he crosses the finish line, ahead of Team
Trek’s Spanish rider Juan Pedro Lopez (left), to win
the 4th stage of the Giro d’Italia 2022 cycling race on
May 10, 2022.  —AFP

‘Ruthless’ Gujarat 
thrash Lucknow to 
book IPL play-off 
PUNE: Afghanistan’s Rashid Khan claimed
four wickets as Gujarat Titans became the first
team to qualify for the IPL play-offs with a 62-
run thrashing of Lucknow Super Giants on
Tuesday. Indian opener Shubman Gill made 63
off 49 deliveries to steer Gujarat to 144 for four
after electing to bat first on what seemed like a
tough pitch to score in Pune. Afghanistan leg-
spinner Rashid then returned figures of 4-24
— his best in IPL-to dismiss the opposition for
82 in 13.5 overs as Gujarat, in their debut sea-
son, bounced back from two losses to top the
10-team IPL.

Hardik said they learnt from being compla-
cent in their previous loss to Mumbai Indians
by five runs. “In the last game we thought the
game was already over before it was over. That
was the learning which we took,” said Hardik.
“Even in this game when they were eight down,
I said, ‘Let’s be ruthless. This game is beautiful.
If it’s not over, it’s not over. If they’re down,
let’s keep them down, get this done and relax
post-game.’”

Both Gujarat-owned by global capital ven-
ture fund CVC Capital-and Lucknow are new
additions to the IPL this season. Gujarat
reclaim the top spot from Lucknow who slip to
second but are still in with a strong chance of
making the play-offs. The top four teams will
make the play-offs starting May 24. Gill set up
victory after he lifted Gujarat from 51-3 to
build key partnerships including a 52-run
fourth-wicket stand with David Miller (26) and
41 unbroken for the fifth with Rahul Tewatia (22
not out).

Mohsin Khan had removed opener
Wriddhiman Saha for five before Avesh Khan
caused further trouble by sending back
Australia’s Matthew Wade, for 10, and Hardik,
for 11. Gill smashed seven boundaries and
Miller hit the only six of the innings to guide
Gujarat to a total that looked under-par but
proved enough for victory. “Coming into the
season, not many people gave us a chance or
thought we’d qualify but here we are sitting on
top of the table so it feels pretty good,” said
man of the match Gill.

Lucknow made a mess of their tricky chase
after they fell to 33-3 with opener Quinton de
Kock (11) and skipper KL Rahul (eight) back in
the dug out.  Wickets kept tumbling and
Australian all-rounder Marcus Stoinis was out
after a mix up with Deepak Hooda who made a
valiant 27 before falling to Rashid’s leg-spin.
Left-arm spinner Sai Kishore took two wickets
before Rashid wrapped up the innings. —AFP

BANGKOK: Chanida Sutthiruang of Thailand’s women’s
national cricket team prepares to play a shot during a
training session in Bangkok. —AFP

Japan heavyweights 
in shock badminton 
defeats in Thailand
BANGKOK: It was a day of upsets at Thailand’s
Thomas and Uber Cup Wednesday with badminton
world number one Akane Yamaguchi suffering a stun-

ning defeat at the hands of a teenage rookie, while in
the men’s competition Kento Momota was also out-
classed. Indonesia’s Bilqis Prasista, 18, saw off Japan’s
world champion Yamaguchi 21-19, 21-19 in 35 minutes
at Bangkok’s Impact Arena. But Japan roared back to
beat the Indonesians 4-1 and top Group A. Both teams
have qualified for the quarter-finals of the women’s
Uber Cup.

“It’s unbelievable. I didn’t expect I’d beat the world
number one but I had enough self-confidence that my
best would get me something,” said Prasista, ranked

333rd in the world. A disappointed Yamaguchi said the
drift in the arena had made it difficult to control the
shuttlecock. “I’m the only reason I lost. I didn’t control
the match well enough,” the 24-year-old told reporters.

In the men’s game second-ranked Momota, also
from Japan, was upstaged by Malaysia’s Lee Zii Jia,
who is sixth in the world. Momota - who has suffered a
run of bad form since a career-threatening car crash in
January 2020 — struggled to keep pace in the first
game, losing 17-21. Lee kept him scoreless for 11 points
in the second game, ultimately snatching victory 21-8

in a swift 46 minutes. “My movement was quite slow
today,” a devastated Momota told reporters.

Meanwhile, top-ranked Viktor Axelsen came back
from an early injury scare to win his marathon 73-
minute match against China’s Guang Zu Lu 17-21, 21-
10, 21-09. Both Axelsen and Lu — who is ranked
25th in the world — took dramatic tumbles in the
opening four rallies of the first game because the
court was not mopped properly. “The floor was real-
ly slippery. I’m pretty frustrated with the court,”
Axelsen said. —AFP


